Phospholipid exchange between bilayer membrane vesicles.
The turbidity of lipid vesicles, freshly prepared by sonicating purified dimyristoyllecithin (DML) in dilute KCl solutions, was measured as a function of time at various temperatures. A sharp maximum in the rate of increase of turbidity is found just above the crystal:liquid-crystal phase transition temperature (Tm). The initial rate of turbidity increase is first order with respect to DML concentration. Electron and light microscopy reveal large vesicles which are not present before incubation or after incubation at temperatures far from the Tm. When temperature, rather than time, is the independent variable, a sharp drop in turbidity is seen at the Tm. The magnitude of this drop and the temperature at which it occurs were used to measure the rate of lipid transfer between vesicles composed of different lipids. A mixture of DML vesicles and dipalmitoyllecithin (DPL) vesicles exhibits sharp drops in turbidity at 24 and 41 degrees, the corresponding Tm's. With time, the magnitude of the transition at 24 degrees decreases while that which was originally at 41 degrees moves to lower temperatures and increases in magnitude. At equilibrium there is a single transition at 32.5 degrees characteristic of vesicles composed of equimolar DPL and DML. The rate at which equilibrium is approached increases at around 24 degrees and again around 41 degrees. These observations indicate that vesicles are in equilibrium with monomolecular lipid, the concentration of the latter being higher the shorter the lipid acyl group or the smaller the vesicle. DML molecules are therefore lost from small vesicles to large vesicles (DML system) or lost from DML vesicles to DML-DPL vesicles (mixed system). When DML vesicles containing a few percent brain gangliosides were studied, different behavior was observed; the initial rate of increase of turbidity becomes second order in lipid concentration, and the rate constant increases with increasing concentrations of KCl. The kinetic order, coupled with the fact that electrolyte reduces intervesicle electrostatic repulsion, argues that in this situation the mechanism of vesicle growth requires vesicle collision.